Raiders of the Lost Arch
Editor: this title makes sense since Belvedere Arch is wildly incorrect in the
Vreeland compendium as far as location goes. I did not emphasize this point
in the text, just mentioned it mildly.
Faraway too is somewhat “Lost”, so titles could be “Lost Arches”. But “Lost
Arch” sounds better.
And while the individual photos are good, there is one in the ADDL PICS section that shows both arches in the same frame. You might like that as it is
always unusual to get two arches in one pic. Of course, ideal would be to see
one through another!
Ed.: It is now clear to me that you want a vertical shot for the cover. So I
included (first pic below) a cropped version for your perusal. At SPAN size it
should work. Of course a slightly different crop is possible too.

Raiders of the Lost Arch
Stan Wagon
Silverthorne, Colorado; wagon@macalester.edu; stanwagon.com
Here is a cropped image of my horizontal portrait at your 21 cm x 27 cm aspect
ratio. The full horiz. shot is below too.
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Caption: Faraway Arch from the Redbud Spine.

Here is the full-frame view in case that is useful to you.
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Caption: Faraway Arch from the Redbud Spine.

In 2013 Andy Waddington told me about Faraway Arch, which had only been seen from the air. In 1993
David Brandt-Erichsen, Gus Scott, and Jay Wilbur, having learned of the arch from an Arizona television
program, flew over it; aerial photographs are on the NABS site [2]. It seemed reasonable to try to get there
on foot and for a couple years I thought about how one might do that.
Nomenclature:
• Faraway Arch arises from the TV program titled "Faraway Arches".
• Belvedere Arch is a name suggested by Bill Briggs and me for Arch 21 in Chapter 8 of the Vreeland com-

pendium [1]. It deserves a common name. The data in [1] are wrong as regards size and location.
• Faraway Mesa is my name for the land behind and above Faraway Arch.
• Redbud Spine is my name for the ridge separating Cliff Canyon and Redbud Creek.

In the spring of 2016 Bill Briggs and I did a quick reconnaissance, coming in from Page by rented boat to
Rainbow Bridge, hiking to the arch area and back (16 miles total), and boating back to Page. We found that
there were enough climbing features to give it a try. On Wednesday, October 19, having a permit from the
Navajo Tribal Park office in LeChee, Katie Larson, Jim Illg, Bill, and I (and some friends to return the boat)
left from Wahweap Marina in Page. We backpacked to the excellent campsite where the Redbud Pass trail
meets Cliff Canyon and spent three nights at this wonderful spot. On a wall very close to camp are some
superb Basketmaker pictographs.
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Navajo Tribal Park office in LeChee, Katie Larson, Jim Illg, Bill, and I (and some friends to return the boat)
left from Wahweap Marina in Page. We backpacked to the excellent campsite where the Redbud Pass trail
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meets
Cliff Canyon and spent three nights at this wonderful spot. On a wall very close to camp are some
superb Basketmaker pictographs.
After an initial exploration that first afternoon, we realized that we would likely not succeed in our primary
objective: one route we hoped for was more difficult than we thought. So we abandoned the plan of reaching
either arch, but we could still try to get close and to that end we tried for Redbud Spine on our second day. It
took two short roped pitches, but a route that looked promising from Google Earth worked; we reached the
Spine and wandered east on this spectacular ridge until we were just opposite the two arches. There were no
signs of human passage in this area (no Moqui steps or cairns).
On Friday we tried to get to an unusual formation called the Hourglass, but our route choice took us too far
east to make it in one day. But we did see how to do it more efficiently and returned the next day to reach it
without any fuss, using a steep slope (Moqui steps; rope needed) just upstream of the Aztec–Cliff confluence
to exit the canyon of Aztec Creek. To end the day we moved camp to the confluence of Bridge and Redbud
Creeks, thus leaving a short hike on Sunday morning to Rainbow Ridge for the tour boat ride back to Page.
More details on our trip can be found at [3].
We saw no one and visited lots of difficult terriain, so the trip was a fine example of how true exploration is
still possible in this age of information overload. As far as we know, no one has ever been atop Redbud
Spine. Some explorers like to get to the tops of mesas to search for archaeological remains. I am more interested in the geology and unusual formations. We found nothing archaeological on the Spine, but the view of
interesting geology was remarkable. One wonders if there is an easier way to the Spine. Google Earth shows
a route through trees from high in Redbud Creek. Possibly there is an easy way from lower in Redbud Creek,
but it is not clear. More research needed!
Reference
1. Robert Vreeland, Nature’s Bridges and Arches, Vol. 8—Southern Utah, 1986, self-published,
<http://www.naturalarches.org/archinfo/references.htm>
2. Faraway Arch at NABS: 〈http://www.naturalarches.org/db/arches/ut116.htm〉 and
〈http://www.naturalarches.org/gallery-UTfaraway.htm〉
3. Stan Wagon, Trip report,
〈http://stanwagon.com/wagon/utah/farawaybelvederehourglass/farawaybelvederehourglass.html〉
Editor: Should I give more coordinates, info, etc?
Hourglass is: 37.061548 110.992813°
Faraway Arch is: 37.039354° 110.934521°
Belvedere Arch is: 37.041562 110.933609
Here are eight pictures and captions. Naturally I’d be pleased with a cover shot, but that is your call. I
think the best image is Faraway from above. Good color.
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The arches are in the wild canyon in the center of the image, with Belvedere arch barely visible.
The Redbud Spine is the reddish section just left of center with a thin Carmel layer atop the
Navajo sandstone. Our route up is just below the very center of the image. This is the view
from near the Hourglass, across Aztec Creek. The forested area is the south slope of Navajo
Mountain.
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Faraway Arch from directly below Belvedere Arch. Contrary to expectations, it is possible to see the arch
from easy terrain.
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The crux of the route to the Redbud Spine was a steep section near the level where the red Navajo sandstone
turns to white. Climber is Jim Illg.
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Belvedere Arch from the Redbud Spine

Both arches from the Redbud Spine.
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The Hourglass, located at the upper edge of the Navajo sandstone between Aztec Creek and Cummings
Mesa.
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Hourglass closeup showing the dense iron concretions.

POSSIBLE ADDITIONAL PICS:
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Belvedere Arch from below
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Pictographs near camp. It is amazing that some colors are vibrant over many centuries of exposure. A flute-playing figure (not Kokopelli because of the lack of a humpback) is at upper left .

A view of Faraway Mesa: the crack route we hoped for is visible in center.
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A view of Faraway Mesa: the crack route we hoped for is visible in center.

Closer view of Belvedere Arch from high on Redbud Spine.

Belvedere Arch on left; Faraway Arch at lower right.

